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1. Introduction

Median filters have been well known to effectiv

ely remove impulse noise [1-3]. Although the me

dian filter offers superior denoising performance, it 

tends to disrupt thin lines and to blur image details 

[4]. To address this problem, a lot of methods hav

e been proposed in the literature. Weighted median 

filters [5-8] give different weights to pixels depe

nding on the importance of the pixels. Switching m

edian filters [9-11] first employ an impulse noise 

detector in order to determine whether the center 

pixel of a window is corrupted or not, and then me

dian filtering operation is applied only to the pixels 

that are identified as noise. One of the advantages 

of the switching median filter is that median filteri

ng is applied only to the corrupted pixels and henc

e undesirable filtering of clean pixels can be avoide

d. Adaptive median filters [12-14] use statistical 

measures such as mean and variance and change th

e filter operation based on the statistical values in 

the window. It has been known that the performanc

e of the adaptive filters is generally superior to no

n-adaptive filters, but the improvement comes at 

the cost of added filter complexity. Recently, soft

-computing techniques such as fuzzy theory and s

upport vector machine are combined with the medi

an filtering [15]. It should be noted, however, that 

the soft-computing techniques generally require h

uge computing time and resources so that real time 

filtering is not feasible. Roy and Laskar [16] prese

nted a linear prediction based adaptive filter to den

oise color images. Noisy pixels are identified by co

mparing the linear prediction error with a predefine

d threshold, and adaptive vector median filtering is 

applied to the pixels with error greater than the thr

eshold. 
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In this work, we assert that the local homogenei

ty property of images needs to be exploited to achi

eve the best denoising performance, and propose a

n improved median filtering method based on an irr

egular shape window which contains pixels with ho

mogeneous values. The proposed method first iden

tifies noise pixels under the local homogeneity lev

el assumption, and then uses this information to de

termine the pixels to be denoised. If some pixels 

that are very close or even adjacent to the pixel to 

be denoised at hand are out of the homogeneity lev

el of the noise pixel, then they are not included in 

the window and hence not in the denoising operatio

n. In this manner our proposed method can achieve 

detail preservation by avoiding potentially undesira

ble effect from neighboring irrelevant pixels.

2. Methods

2.1 Identification of noisy pixels

We determine whether or not a pixel is corrupte

d by impulse noise based on the local homogeneity 

assumption around a pixel [17]. This noise identifi

cation process first collects the frequency of adjac

ent pixel values for each pixel value in the input im

age I. For this objective, we build a 2D histogram 

H of size 256ⅹ256,  where (i, j)-th element, H(i, 

j), refers to the total number of  neighboring pixels 

of value j around pixels of value I. Figure 1 shows 

the shape of H which resembles a half cylinder alo

ng the diagonal. The vertical cross-section of H at 

some point i on the x-axis denotes the cumulative 

distribution of pixel values neighboring to pixels of 

value i. For each pixel value i and a given percenta

ge δ, we define the range of δ-homogeneity by tw

o pixel values, lowδ(i) and upδ(i), so that the sum 

of H(i, j) with j running from lowδ(i) to upδ(i) equ

als to δ percent of the sum of all the bins on the 

cross-section at I,
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Fig. 1. (a) Color plot of histogram H for the Lena ima

ge. (b) Cross section of H at 150, which is the white 

line in (a).   

Once values of lowδ(i) and upδ(i) for all i have 

been computed, we determine if a pixel p is corrup

ted by noise according to the following criteria. For 

each of eight neighboring pixels that are adjacent 

to p, if p is in the range of the neighbor’s δ-homog

eneity, then the counter is increased by 1.  After 

all the eight neighboring pixels are considered, if t

he counter is less than a threshold, which means th

at p is distinctive from the majority of its neighbor

s in terms of δ-homogeneity, then p is considered 

as noise and subject to subsequent denoising proce

ss.

2.2 Filtering by an Irregular 

    Shape Window

Once the homogeneity levels for all the pixel val

ues are determined and subsequently the locations 

of noise pixels are identified, the next step is to co

nduct the filtering operation in an irregular shape 

window. Here, the term “irregular” refers to that th

e shape of the analyzing window does not take the 

conventional n ń square type. The denoising operat

ion is carried out as follows. First, the range of gra
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y level intensities of the input image is divided into 

K sub-ranges of length L, [0..L], [L+1..2L], … , 

[(K-1)L..255] where K = 256/L  and a binary ima

ge is built for each sub-range in such a way that 

if the gray level intensity of a pixel falls in the sub

-range then the binary image takes value of 1 at 

the pixel and 0 otherwise. 

Fig. 2.  (a) Lena image with impulse noise rate of 3

0%, and the binary images with the white pixels belon

ging to (b) the intensity sub-range of [60..80],  (c) t

he subrange of [100..120], and (d) the sub-range of 

[140..160].

Figure 2 shows the Lena image corrupted by im

pulse noise with rate of 30% and a number of binar

y images that are built by dividing the range of the 

intensities into 12 sub-ranges with length of 20. T

he binary images clearly represent the local image 

structures including the edges, lines, and fine detai

ls occurring in the corresponding sub-range of the 

intensities. The method proposed in this paper tak

es advantage of these properties that are captured 

in the binary images.

Figure 3(a) shows that the lower left part of Fig

ure 2(b) is magnified to reveal clearly various loca

l image structure. One can see a fine detail structu

re in the eye area in Figure 3(b), an edge structur

e in Figure 3(c), and a line structure in Figure 3

(d). In the figures, white pixels denote that their 

intensities belong to the sub-range of [60..80], an

d the pixels marked by the symbol x are noisy pixe

ls detected in the preprocessing step. In Figure 3

(b), the upper noisy pixel is surrounded by six whi

te pixels and the lower noisy pixel is surrounded 

by five white pixels. These six and five white pixel

s form the filtering window of the upper noisy pixe

l and the lower noisy pixel respectively. These filt

ering windows consist of different number of neigh

boring pixels with different shape as well. Figure 3

(c) shows the cases where noisy pixels happen to 

be located adjacently. For these cases, two adjacen

t noisy pixels may be associated with the same filt

ering window having the same neighboring pixels. 

Figure 4 illustrates how the filtering windows are 

determined for two adjacent noisy pixels. In Figure 

4(a), the filtering window contains three white pix

els which are used for filtering of two noisy pixels. 

The intensity values of the white pixels are given 

on the right hand side. With these values the noisy 

pixels can be denoised by taking the median of the 

three values (67, 68, and 74), which is 68.

This median value of 68 may be used to replace 

both the noisy pixels marked by x. However, this 

naïve strategy of taking the median of neighboring 

pixels does not take into account the valuable infor

mation of adjacent pixel’s intensity value. In other 

words, the upper noisy pixel is adjacent to the pixe

l with value of 68, whereas the lower noisy pixel 

is adjacent to the pixel with value of 74. This infor

mation is very useful for estimating the true value 

of the corrupted, noisy pixels adjacent to these pix

els. 
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Fig. 3.  Example of local image structures. (a) part of 

the binary image shown in Figure 2(b) above, (b) fine 

details in the eye area, (c) an edge structure, and (d) 

a line structure.

Therefore, instead of replacing both noisy pixels 

with the same median value of 68, we can use the 

values of the adjacent pixels by taking the mean of 

the median and the adjacent pixel’s intensity value. 

Then, the upper noisy pixel is replaced with 68 wh

ich is computed by (68+68) / 2, and the lower noi

sy pixel is replaced with 71 which is computed by 

(68 + 74) / 2. 

Fig. 4. Filtering window for (a) two adjacent noisy pixe

ls surrounded by three white neighboring pixels, and 

(b) two adjacent noisy pixels surrounded by two white 

neighboring pixels.

Figure 4(b) shows another example of a line str

ucture. In this case, there are two noisy pixels to 

be denoised, and there are also only two neighbori

ng white pixels whose values are 74 and 78.  For 

the two pixels, instead of computing the median, w

e compute the mean of two values, which is 76 by 

(74 + 78) / 2. Now, the noisy pixels are replaced 

with another mean of the mean above and the value 

of the adjacent pixel. For the upper noisy pixel wit

hin the window in Figure 4(b), the estimated value 

is 75 which is computed by (76 + 74) / 2, and the 

lower noisy pixel is replaced with 77 which is com

puted by (76 + 78) / 2. For the upper noisy pixel 

in Figure 3(d), denoising is performed by taking th

e median of the three white pixels surrounding the 

noisy pixel, and denoising of the lower noisy pixel 
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is performed by taking the median of the four whit

e pixels surrounding it.

2.3 Algorithm to denoise impulse noise 

The details of the proposed algorithm to denoise 

impulse noise can be summarized as follows in Alg

orithm 1.

3. Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the proposed method, we co

nducted a number of experiments using three imag

es (Boat, Lena, Barbara image), with rate of 10%, 

20%, and 30% impulse noise. Figure 5 shows the 

test images along with 30% noisy images. 

Fig. 5. Test images (Boat, Lena, and Barbara from th

e left) and corresponding noisy images corrupted by 3

0% impulse noise

Table 1. Denoising results in PSNR (dB)

Image
Noise
rate

Std.
MF

TVW
F

Proposed method

L=10 L=20 L=30

Boat

10% 30.5 35.1 35.2 37.1 36.1

20% 27.8 30.2 31.9 34.3 32.3

30% 27.9 29.5 30.4 32.7 29.5

Lena

10% 33.1 35.8 36.6 38.8 36.4

20% 29.8 32.1 33.7 36.4 35.8

30% 25.1 30.9 32.3 35.1 31.2

Barbar
a

10% 26.7 32.0 32.5 34.4 33.1

20% 25.5 29.7 30.7 32.7 29.2

30% 23.3 28.1 29.5 31.3 28.4

In the experiments, we varied the value of L fro

m 10 to 30 to see the effect of the sub-range leng

th. The denoising performance is measured by the 

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which is defin

ed as,

   ∙ log




 ········   (2)

Algorithm 1  Denoising   by Irregular Shape Window
Input: noisy image I,  Output: denoised image J,
Set the length of sub-ranges of the intensities to L,
Set K = 255/L,
Define Wp

nxn to be an n✕n square window over the 
center pixel p, not including p.

1 From I, build a 2D histogram H, and identify 
noisy pixels using the δ-homogeneity property.

2 From I, build binary images, B0, B1, , BK-1,   
such that the pixel values in [ak ..(a+1) k] are 
represented as 1 in Ba, and as 0 otherwise.

3 For a from 0 to K-1 do: 
4 For each noisy pixel p in Ba do:
5       Define an irregular shape window 

         Wp = Wp
3x3 Ba

6         If Wpcontains only one pixel, then do:
7         If p is the end of a line structure, 

          then replace p’s value with the pixel
          value in Wp.

8         If p is adjacent to other noisy pixel,
          then expand Wp to Wp = Wp

7x7  Ba

          and replace p’s value with the mean
          of p’s   adjacent clean pixel and
          the median of pixels in expanded Wp.

9         If Wpcontains only two pixels, 
          then replace p’s value with the mean
          of pixel values in Wp.

11         If Wpcontains   more than two pixels, 
          then replace p with the median of 
          pixel values in Wp.
        Write the modified p’s value on J.

12       End for    // of line 4
13 End for // of line 3
14 Write clean pixels in I on J.
15 End
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where MAXI refers to the maximum possible pi

xel value of the image or 255 for the 8-bit image, 

and MSE stands for the mean square error which 

is defined as,

  



  

  


  

  

     (3)

where K is the ground truth image free of impul

se noise and J is the output image which are denois

ed by the proposed algorithm.

Table I shows the experimental results for three 

methods, which are the standard median filter, the 

three valued weighted filter (TVWF) [7], and the 

proposed method for the test images with various 

noise rates. One can see that the proposed method 

outperforms other methods in terms of objective i

mage quality.

Figure 6(a) shows an example of the denoised 

results of the Barbara image with 20% noise. Visua

l inspection of the denoised result indicate that fin

e details including stripes and patterns are well pre

served. Figure 6(b) illustrates the locations where 

the denoising errors take place. The brighter the pi

xel is, the larger is the error magnitude. One can 

notice that most of the errors are occurring around 

the stripe patterns which can be easily influenced 

by neighboring pixels. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented an efficient denoisin

g method for the images corrupted by impulse nois

e, which uses irregular shape windows based on th

e binary images constructed from intensity sub-ra

nges. As a preprocessing step, exact identification 

of the locations where noisy pixels are taking place 

is essential for good denoising performance. For th

is objective we introduced the concept of δ-homog

eneity which indicates the range where the homoge

neous property is preserved for each pixel. The id

entification of noisy pixel is performed by taking in

to account of the homogeneous levels for the neigh

boring pixels around the pixel at hand.  Once all th

e noisy pixels are determined for the input image 

corrupted with impulse noise, the next step is to di

vide the range of pixel intensity values into K sub

-ranges of length L, and then construct K binary 

images. By taking the intersection of the rectangul

ar nxn window 

Fig. 6. (a) Denoised results of the Barbara image with 

20% noise.  (b) The difference of between the clean i

mage and the denoised image.

with the binary image, one can obtain an irregula

r shape window where the denoising operation is c
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arried out. By employing irregular shape windows, 

the denoising operation can avoid the influence of 

the neighboring pixels that are irrelevant to the pix

el to be denoised. Experiments with a number of te

st images have shown that the proposed method ou

tperforms the conventional median filtering metho

d.
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